
Off The Grid Adventures CIC are looking for a range of 
volunteer mentors to work with identified young people 

to help them fulfil their potential. 

Across the region many young people don't 
have positive role models in their lives, our 

mentoring project aims to match young people 
in need with mentors to help them grow 

aspirations and go onto succeed in adult life.

We are often asked "What sort of person makes 
a good mentor?" The answers is any adult of any 

age with a positive mindset and good values!

We offer 
FREE training in general mentoring and 
people skills and more specialist activity 

instruction if your after learning more 
specialist skills!

Reasonable session expenses and 
mileage is also covered with the role.

If your curious and want to find out more details just drop me an email 
with your CV attached and we can have an informal conversation.

  07867795586   |     info@off-the-grid-cic.uk

LET THE ADVENTUREADVENTURE  START NOW...

FANCY SOMETHING NEW?



Off The Grid Adventures CIC 
offers a targeted one-to-one 

mentoring programme. 
Our mentors build relationships with young people 

allowing us to support their emotional health & 
well-being as well as building confidence, self 

esteem  and resilience. This allows behaviours and 
attitudes to be challenged in a positive way helping 

them to progress socially and educationally.
 

Mentoring sessions are normally weekly, but can be 
more or less frequent depending on need. Sessions 

happen locally engaging young people in a wide 
variety of activities, initially centred around the 

interests of the young person.

If your curious and want to find out more details just drop us an email or hive us a call

  07867795586   |     info@off-the-grid-cic.uk

When needed sessions can be tailored to support 
young people develop their CV, apply for College, 

attend Open Days and other appointments.

FANCY SOMETHING NEW?

LET THE ADVENTUREADVENTURE  START NOW...

ACTIVITIES CAN INCLUDE:

cultural visits
(around the region)

fishing

sport & outdoor activities
bushcraft & camp fire cooking


